
Just as flexible as your plans 
The Bosch Modular Fire Panel 5000 Series



Unbeatable flexibility
With the Modular Fire Panel 5000 Series, Bosch is again 
redefining the market: With this product, you configure  
your own system according to the modular principle, and 
you can expand it in accordance with your specific needs. 
From an isolated control panel with one loop to a complex 
panel network. The modular system provides reusable 
“click-and-go” modules and interchangeable housings that 
are easy to install and operate. The system adapts to the 
nature and size of your facility’s application so you only buy 
what you really need – nothing more and nothing less.

The practical CAN bus mounting lets you conveniently place 
or replace modules anywhere, so they are operational in 
the shortest possible time. This “hot plug” feature means 
that the system doesn’t have to be powered down for 
module changes. And that  means that the system 
continues monitoring security for you without interruption. 

Outstanding user-friendliness
Installation and operation of the 5000 Series panel are 
straightforward and clearly explained. The user interface 
has been ergonomically redesigned for intuitive operation 
with a large display. In addition, all indicators and buttons 
are located directly on the associated modules, making 
them even easier to use and minimizing operator errors. 
Updates to configurations are uploaded to the panel using  
a laptop computer, locally or by remote programming. 

A superior standard of reliability
Continuous self-monitoring by the central processor 
assures reliable operational control. Optionally, 
functional integrity can be ensured with a redundant 
loop configuration and a redundant panel controller. 
This is supported by automatic diagnostics during 
installation and operation. Since all modules are 
protected by a plastic housing, they may be used in 
harsh environments with confidence. With the Modular 
Fire Panel 5000 Series system, Bosch puts all your 
worries to rest.

One modular system does it all
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Pay only for what you need
The 5000 Series’ modular construction means that it can 
be adapted precisely to your needs, and it can be expanded 
easily at any time. The result for you is a customized system 
that can be extended efficiently as your needs grow. 

The end of wiring faults
“Click-and-go” self-contained modules snap simply into  
place, so expensive wiring faults are almost entirely 
eliminated. All modules are uniquely identified to prevent 
confusion and speed installation. Individual detectors can 
be replaced without having to re-program the system; 
existing conventional detectors are connected with the 
5000 Series through an interface module.

Take advantage of modern maintenance
The extensive diagnostics functions of the 5000 Series fire 
panel provide better information and fault localization while 
making maintenance and troubleshooting quicker. When 
you expand the fire panel to meet your needs for growth,  
all existing modules may be integrated seamlessly into the 
larger system.

Simple operation and intuitive design
Self-explanatory processes assist in the intuitive 
operation of the panel. All panels share the same  
user interface, regardless of their size. 

Face the future with confidence
With a Bosch fire panel system, your equipment 
investments retain their value because new Bosch 
systems include an interface to proven technologies  
and conventional systems. This means that previous 
expenditures you have made are not sacrificed as 
technology evolves.

With Bosch you benefit all along the line

Encapsulated 
and robust

No more open  
PCB boards
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Unbeatable flexibility through modularity

Panels

Rails ModulesHousings

Five good reasons to choose the Modular Fire Panel 5000 Series
  You get exactly what you need – no more and no less
  It grows with your requirements
  Modular construction for unbeatable flexibility
  Optimize installation and maintenance
  Minimized storage costs and space requirement
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Panel Network

OPC

Networking & Integration

Panel networking
You can connect remote keypads and network the control 
panels of the 5000 Series by means of the flexible and 
secure CAN bus technology, a technology that has been 
proven million fold in the car industry. The network 
operates on a peer-to-peer basis with its structures 
ensuring reliable functionality even if errors should occur. 
The CAN interfaces for networking are already integrated in 
the panel controller. Different loop topologies ensure that 
the system is extremely flexible, meaning that you can 
adapt it perfectly to meet your requirements. You can set 
up zones within the network to facilitate well-regulated 
administration.

Integration in Building Management Systems
The 5000 Series is connected to the Building Management 
System (BIS) by means of an Ethernet interface and the 
OPC protocol. It is already integrated in the Panel Controller, 
no additional interface module is required. The control 
panel is an integral component of the BIS, where you have 
extensive options for controlling the fire system. The Modular  
Fire Panel can be connected to super-ordinate control panels 
by means of the UGM module, thus providing integration into 
the environment of large-scale alarm systems.

Remote control
The new remote control unit FMR-5000 is connected to 
the control panel by means of the CAN bus, and allows 
complete controlling of the control panel or the panel 
network. The user interface and operation correspond 
to the control panel, so you can use it easily without the 
need for additional training. Not only does FMR-5000 
offer a high level of functionality and a handsome 
design, but it can either be mounted flush with the wall, 
or onto the wall itself. 

The 5000 Series can be 
connected by means of the 
CAN-Bus and can be integrated 
into the Building Integration 
System
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Basic modules

MPC XX00 B   
Operating and Display Unit 
with Panel Controller X-XX

Central control unit with 14.5 cm (5.7 ”) touchscreen and keypad, available in 
several languages

BCM 0000 A
Battery Controller Module 

Monitoring and soft recharging of up to four batteries

Standard modules

LSN 0300 A  
LSN improved Module 300 mA

LSN line module for 254 elements, line length up to 1600 m and a 300 mA  
power supply. Loop, stub and T-Tap topologies possible

LSN 1500 A  
LSN improved Module 1500 mA

LSN line module for 254 elements, line length up to 3000 m and a 1500 mA 
power supply. Loop, stub and T-Tap topologies possible

CZM 0004 A  
4 Zone Conventional Module 

Module with 4 primary lines (conventional technology) in current enhancement 
equipment for integrating conventional detectors

ANI 0016 A  
Annunciator Module

Indicator module with 16 red and 16 yellow freely programmable LEDs

NZM 0002 A  
Notification Appliance Zone 
Module 

Monitored signal generator with up to 3 A power supply for each line. Control 
modes: include reverse polarity, Wheelock, Gentex, coded, march time and 
British Standard

RML 0008 A  
Relay Module  

Relay module with 8 relays (each with one 30 V/1 A change-over contact)  
Low-voltage relay module

RMH 0002 A  
Relay Module 

Relay module with 2 relays for switching 230V/10A control, fan control or  
VdS standard interface (VdS 2496) for extinguishing systems

IOP 0008 A  
Input/Output Module 

Interface with 8 inputs and 8 open collector outputs

IOS 0020 A  
20 mA Communication Module 

S1 interface, 20 mA serial interface, RS 232 interface

IOS 0232 A  
RS232 Communication Module 

Two RS 232 interfaces for connecting printers and other electronic devices

FPE-5000-UGM  
Interface Module 

Interface for connecting to UGM and BIS 

ENO 0000 B 
Fire Service Interface Module 

Connection and control of transmission device, key safe,  
4 freely programmable relays 

Remote Keypad

FMR-5000-XX Remote Keypad

Modules for every application

Bosch offers you simplicity, economy and scalability. From a small number of modules and housings, we work with you 
to configure a customized system that precisely addresses your security monitoring requirements.
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Fire System Designer – A design tool for easy planning

Laying out and planning the design of your fire alarm 
system is easier with the Fire System Designer. With this 
planning tool by Bosch, you will always work with the right 
system configuration. The Fire System Designer supports 
the simple and quick definition and configuration of all 
 
 
 
 
 
 

necessary modules. The result is an exact list of your 
needs which means that you do not order more modules 
than you need to effectively address your safety 
requirements.

Driven by innovation: Fire Alarm Systems from Bosch

When developing and designing the next generation of fire 
alarm systems, Bosch understands and incorporates what 
is most important to its customers. This commitment has 
inspired us to come up with forward-looking innovations 
with an exceptional combination of flexibility and economy.

From individual detectors and voice evacuation systems 
to complete fire alarm systems – every one of our 
solutions is tailored to meet your requirements to the 
last detail.
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Bosch Security Systems
To learn more about our  
product offering, please visit  
www.boschsecurity.com
or send an e-mail to
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com 
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A Tradition of Quality and Innovation 

For over 100 years, the Bosch name 
has stood for quality and reliability. 
Bosch is the global supplier of choice 
for innovative technology, backed by 
the highest standards for service and 
support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly  
offers a wide range of security, safety, 
communications and sound solutions 
that are relied upon every day in 
applications around the world, from 
government facilities and public venues 
to businesses, schools and homes.



Fire Panel 1200 Series by Bosch
Protecting what’s most important 
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A system that creates confidence  
in any application
Flexible options let you configure the right mix of 
features – while meeting all the requirements of 
high-security applications and local fire 
regulations. The technology has already been put 
to the test in large-scale installations, and 
includes premium extras like redundancy for 
failsafe operation, even when the electricity fails. 
What’s more, the intuitive and easy-to-use 
5.7" LCD touch screen control panel makes it 
simple to access vital information, anytime.

Complete protection  
tailored to your needs
The Fire Panel 1200 Series is a flexible, 
comprehensive, and powerful system for fire 
protection. It uses proven Bosch technology for 
addressable fire panels to bring the sophisticated 
capabilities of a large-scale installation to schools, 
offices, storefronts, and other smaller locations. 
It supports two addressable loops and up to 254 
peripherals in the Local SecurityNetwork (LSN). 
It also provides the flexibility of customized 
configuration and is remarkably easy to use. 

Installing peace of mind

A fire protection system  
you can really trust:

With advanced features usually 
only found in larger installations 
(like LSN technology and an 
intuitive user interface), the Fire 
Panel 1200 Series gives you the 
confidence of knowing you’re truly 
safe – and truly protecting what’s 
most important. 



Highly reliable protection f

Outstanding flexibility f

Exceptional user-friendliness f

Superior value f

Secure investment f

The high Bosch standard of quality f

1200 Series remote keypad
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Up to three remote 
keypads to access 
information from 
almost every 
location.

You’ve never been safer

Proven, robust technology f

Mix-and-match features f

EN54-2 A1, EN54-4 A2 approved f

Exceptional ergonomics f

Extensive diagnostics f

Flexible installation f
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The confidence that comes from total protection
The system is designed for reliability. All the 
functions are fully protected in robust enclosures 
that are resistant to electrostatic discharge, so 
there are no open PCB boards. Also, the proven 
LSN bus, which ensures safe data transmission, 
delivers industry-leading Bosch quality. 
Each optimized module offers the best mix of 
features, with the same advanced capabilities 
typically found in much larger systems. 

What’s more, the integrated control panel gives 
you all the information you want in one place, 
with a 5.7" LCD touch screen display that 
provides an instant status overview. It’s easy to 
view essential data, including diagnostics, and, 
with up to three remote keypads, you can access 
information from several locations. The system 
can easily be connected, via serial interface, 
to a Voice Evacuation System from Bosch, 
or a building-management system.
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Hot-swappable modules
Offer the best mix of features 
and makes it easy to adapt the 
system with robust modules 
to any situation

5.7" LCD touch screen display
Intuitive user interface that provides an 
instant status overview 

Proven technology
Advanced capabilities typically 
found in much larger systems

Ergonomic keypad
For quick and convenient 
operation and maintenance

Paging
Optional connection 
to Paging System 
from Bosch

Evac
Optional serial interface 
to a Voice Evacuation 
System from Bosch

Fire Panel 1200 Series



Real protection  
for the things that really matter
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Delivering best-in-class features and a greater level 
of flexibility, the Fire Panel 1200 Series from Bosch 
brings exceptional value to smaller installations. 

A customer-oriented system
The Fire Panel 1200’s self-contained modules 
make it easy to adapt the system to any situation. 
The modules simply snap into place – there’s no 
complex wiring to deal with – creating a system 
that brings a new level of simplicity to high 
security. Every module is hot-swappable, so 
installers can exchange them without ever taking 
the system off-line and keeping the building safe 
and secure. 

The various modules allow you to connect also 
conventional detectors, add fire-extinguishing 
activation, interface to a laptop or add a printer, 
integrate a fire-service control panel or forward 
alarms to the fire brigade – and let you create 
exactly the system you need.

A secure investment
The Fire Panel 1200 is a secure investment that 
maximizes value. Built with components that 
meet the highest Bosch quality standards, it is 
remarkably reliable and has proven longevity. Also, 
if the site grows, you can keep existing peripherals 
and modules while expanding your protection.

The Fire Panel 1200 Series uses  
an advanced LSN network to  
continuously monitor up to  
254 connected loop elements

1 Fire Panel 1200 Series

2 Remote Keypad

3 LSN addressable Loop 1  
 with peripherals

4 LSN addressable Loop 2  
 with peripherals

5 Peripherals:
 detectors, sounders,  
 manual callpoints, remote  
 indicators, strobes



Bosch Security Systems
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product offering, please visit   
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A Tradition of Quality and Innovation
For over 100 years, the Bosch name 
has stood for quality and reliability. 
Bosch is the global supplier of choice 
for innovative technology, backed by 
the highest standards for service and 
support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly 
offers a wide range of security, safety, 
communications and sound solutions 
that are relied upon every day in 
applications around the world, from 
government facilities and public venues 
to businesses, schools and homes.



Fire Alarm Systems | D296 Series Projected Beam Smoke Detectors

The D296 Projected Beam Smoke Detector is used in clear
open structures such as arenas, atriums, auditoriums,
ballrooms, churches, factories, museums, and warehouses.
Each D296 detector consists of a transmitter, a receiver,
and a remote annunciation plate. Because the transmitter
and receiver typically mount on the ceiling or high on walls
or columns, they provide an effective and unobtrusive
means of supervising public areas for fire protection.

The D306 Remote Indicator Plate, included with the D296,
provides a convenient means of verifying detector status.
Install it anywhere within 100 ft (30 m) of the beam
receiver. The D306 has LEDs to indicate normal, trouble,
and alarm conditions, and test points to monitor the
detector circuit.

Functions

Alarm Operation
The transmitter emits a pulsed infrared beam. The receiver
measures the intensity of the beam over a period of time
and compares this data with an alarm threshold. Select one
of six levels of sensitivity for the alarm threshold through a
switch on the receiver.

If the receiver senses a signal strength below the preset
alarm threshold in excess of the alarm period it signals an
alarm.

Signal Loss Compensation
The receiver automatically compensates for the gradual loss
of signal due to dust and dirt build-up on the cover. The
receiver measures the intensity of the pulsed infrared beam
emitted by the transmitter over a period of time and
compares this data with a preset trouble threshold. When
50% of the signal is lost or the signal gains 20%, the receiver
sends a trouble signal to the control panel.

When the dust and dirt build-up is cleaned or the blockage
is removed, the detector automatically resets.

Tamper Detection
If the covers to the transmitter or receiver are removed, the
detector sends a trouble signal to the control panel.

Trouble Detection
The receiver measures the intensity of the pulsed infrared
beam emitted by the transmitter over a period of time and
compares this data with a preset trouble threshold. When
90% or more of the signal is lost for more than 20 seconds,
as might happen if an object blocked the beam, the receiver
sends a trouble signal to the control panel.

Certifications and Approvals

Region Certification

USA FM D296-CAN

D296 Series Projected Beam Smoke
Detectors

▶ Operates over distances between 30 ft (9 m) and 350 ft
(107 m)

▶ Six levels of switch-selectable sensitivity

▶ Built-in alignment sights and tamper protection

▶ Automatic range adjustment, signal synchronization,
and contamination adjustment

▶ Remote indicator plate annunciates voltage, trouble,
and alarm conditions

▶ Switch-selectable alarm signal delay

▶ Auxiliary Form C alarm relay

www.boschsecurity.com



2 | D296 Series Projected Beam Smoke Detectors

D296

Listings and UL UROX: Smoke – Automatic Fire Detectors (UL268)

Approvals: CSFM 7260-1615: 132

Factory Mutual Research

Hong Kong Fire Services Department (HKFSD)

D296-CAN

Listings and ULC

Approvals: Factory Mutual Research

Installation/Configuration Notes

Mounting Considerations
The transmitter and receiver mount on standard 3.5-inch
square or octagonal back boxes. The D306 Remote
Indicator mounts on a standard single-gang back box or
European Beza box.

The distance between the transmitter and receiver can
range from 30 ft (9 m) to 350 ft (107 m).

Mount the detectors directly to the ceiling or to side walls.
Do not mount the units so that the beam runs closer than
4 in. (10.2 cm) to the intersection of the wall and the ceiling.
For a sloped or peaked ceiling, the beam path should be
located within 3 ft (0.9 m) of the ceiling's peak (NFPA 72).

Note The beam path should be clear of moving
objects. Avoid areas subject to normal smoke
concentrations such a kitchens and garages.
Do not install units where normal ambient
temperatures are below -22°F (-30°C) or above
+130°F (+54°C).

Lateral Spacing Between Systems
For adequate coverage, the lateral spacing between
adjacent detector systems must not exceed 60 ft (18 m).

Wiring
System wire terminals accept 12 AWG (2.0 mm) to 18 AWG
(1.0 mm) solid wires.

Parts Included

Quant. Component

1 D296 or D296-CAN Transmitter

1 D296 or D296-CAN Receiver

1 D306 Remote Indicator Plate

1 Hardware Pack

1 Literature Pack

Technical Specifications

Environmental Considerations

Temperature (ambient): -22°F to +130°F (-30°C to +54°C)
For UL Listed installations, +32°F to +100°F
(0°C to +38°C)

Mechanical Properties

Dimensions (H x W x D): 7 in. x 5.5 in. x 5.5 in.
(17.8 cm x 14 cm x 14 cm)

Transmission Range: 30 ft (9 m) to 350 ft (107 m)

Power Requirements

Current (alarm): Receiver: 60 mA, Transmitter: 20 mA

Current (standby): Receiver: 45 mA, Transmitter: 20 mA

Voltage (operating): 18 VDC to 32 VDC

Ordering Information

Accessories

D308 Field Test Kit
Allows testing the calibration of the D296 and
D297 Beam Smoke Detectors

D308

D309 Alignment Strobe
A flashing strobe light intended for use with the
D296 and D297 Beam Smoke Detectors

D309

Americas:
Bosch Security Systems, Inc.
130 Perinton Parkway
Fairport, New York, 14450, USA
Phone: +1 800 289 0096
Fax: +1 585 223 9180
security.sales@us.bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.us

Europe, Middle East, Africa:
Bosch Security Systems B.V.
P.O. Box 80002
5600 JB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Phone: + 31 40 2577 284
Fax: +31 40 2577 330
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com

Asia-Pacific:
Robert Bosch (SEA) Pte Ltd, Security Systems
11 Bishan Street 21
Singapore 573943
Phone: +65 6571 2600
Fax: +65 6571 2698
apr.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com

Represented by

© Bosch Security Systems Inc. 2009 | Data subject to change without notice
T1420841099 | Cur: en-US, V8, 3 Dec 2009



Fire Alarm Systems | FCP‑320/FCH‑320 Conventional Automatic Fire Detectors

The FCP‑320/FCH‑320 Series Conventional Automatic Fire
Detectors set new standards in fire detection technology
through a combination of optical, thermal and chemical
(gas) sensors and intelligent evaluation electronics. Their
most impressive feature is their ability to prevent false
alarms, as well as speed and accuracy of detection.

The enhanced operating voltage range of 8,5 V DC up to
30 V DC and the two variants with 820 Ω alarm resistor or
470 Ω alarm resistor enables the detector application with
nearly all conventional fire panels.

System Overview

Operating mode Detector type

FCP-
OC320

FCP-
OT320

FCP-
O320

FCH-T320/
T320-FSA

Combined x x - -

Optical (scattered light
measurement)

x x x -

Thermal max. - x - x

Thermal differential - x - x

Chemical (gas measure-
ment)

x - - -

Functions

The FCP-OC320 and FCP-OT320 Multisensor Detectors
each combine two detection principles. All sensor signals
are analyzed continually by the internal evaluation
electronics and are linked with each other.

If a signal combination fits the detector's programmed
code field, an alarm is automatically triggered. By linking
the sensors, the combined detectors can also be used in
places where work carried out gives rise to light smoke,
steam or dust.

Optical sensor (smoke sensor)
The optical sensor uses the scattered-light method.

An LED transmits light to the measuring chamber, where
it is absorbed by the labyrinth structure. In the event of a
fire, smoke enters the measuring chamber and the smoke
particles scatter the light from the LED. The amount of
light hitting the photo diode is converted into a
proportional electrical signal.

Thermal sensor (temperature sensor)
A thermistor in a resistance network is used as a thermal
sensor; an analog-digital converter measures the
temperature-dependent voltage at regular intervals.

FCP‑320/FCH‑320 Conventional
Automatic Fire Detectors

▶ High reliability of detection thanks to evaluation
electronics

▶ Active adjustment of the threshold (drift
compensation) if the optical sensor becomes dirty

▶ Activation of a remote external detector alarm
display possible

▶ Mechanical removal lock
(can be activated/deactivated)

▶ Dust-repellent labyrinth and cap construction

▶ All detectors have an „Chamber Maid Plug“at the
bottom for cleaning the optical chamber with
compressed air (not required with the Heat Detector
FCH-T320.

www.boschsecurity.com
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When the maximum temperature of 54°C is exceeded
(thermal maximum), or if the temperature rises by a
defined amount within a specified time (thermal
differential), the temperature sensor triggers the alarm
status.

Chemical sensor (CO gas sensor)
The main function of the gas sensor is to detect carbon
monoxide (CO) generated as a result of a fire, but it will
also detect hydrogen (H) and nitrous monoxide (NO). The
sensor signal value is proportional to the concentration of
gas. The gas sensor delivers additional information to
effectively suppress deceptive values.

Depending on the service life of the gas sensor, the
OC 310 detector switches off the C sensors after five
years of operation. The detector will continue to function
as an O detector. The detector should then be exchanged
immediately in order to be able to keep using the higher
reliability of detection of the OC detector.

Special features Detector type

FCP-
OC320

FCP-
OT320

FCP-
O320

FCH-T320 /
T320-FSA

Drift compensation in op-
tical unit

x x x -

Drift compensation in the
gas sensor

x - - -

Certifications and Approvals

The detectors comply wirh:

Region Certification

Germany VdS G 208003   FCH-T320_-R470

G 208004   FCH-T320-FSA

G 208001   FCP-O320_-R470

G 208002   FCP-OT320_-R470

G 208005   FCP-OC320_-R470

Europe CE FCP-/FCH-320

CPD 0786-CPD-20353   FCH-T320_FCH-
T320-R470

0786-CPD-20354   FCH-T320-FSA

0786-CPD-20351   FCP-O320_FCP-
O320-R470

0786-CPD-20355   FCP-OC320_FCP-
OC320-R470

0786-CPD-20352   FCP-OT320_FCP-
OT320-R470

CERTALA
RM

000018/01   FCP-O320

Detector type EN54‑5:2000/
A1:2002

EN54‑7:2000/
A1:2002

FCP-OC320 ●

FCP-OC320-R470 ●

FCP-OT320 ● ●

FCP-OT320-R470 ● ●

FCP-O320 ●

FCP-O320-R470 ●

FCH-T320 ●

FCP-T320-R471 ●

FCH-T320-FSA ●

Installation/Configuration Notes

• Up to 32 detectors can be connected per primary line.
• Maximum cable length: 1000 m, for J-

Y(St) Y n x 2 x 0.6/0.8
• Country-specific standards and guidelines must be

observed during the planning phase.
• The detector can be painted (cap and base) and

thereby adapted to the surrounding colour scheme.
Note the information in the Painting Instructions
(Document Number F.01U.089.231).

Installation/configuration notes in accordance with VdS/
VDE/DIBt
• Planning for multisensor detectors follows the

guidelines for optical detectors, unless a specific VdS
planning guideline is available (see DIN VDE 0833
Part 2 and VDS 2095).

• The OC and OT types are planned using the guidelines
for optical detectors if operated as optical detectors
or as combined detectors; see DIN VDE 0833 Part 2
and VDS 2095.

• When planning fire barriers according to DIBt, you
have to use the FCH-T320-FSA. This detector has the
characteristic curve corresponds to class A1R.

Parts Included

Detector type Qty
.

Components

FCP-OC320 1 Multisensor Detector Optical/Chemical

FCP-OT320 1 Multisensor Detector Optical/Thermal

FCP-O320 1 Optical Smoke Detector

FCH-T320 1 Heat Detector (Thermal Differential/Thermal Maxi-
mum)

FCH-T320-FSA 1 Heat Detector for Fire Barriers conforming to DIBt,
Quality-controlled (Thermal Differential/Thermal
Maximum)
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Technical Specifications

Electrical

Operating voltage 8.5 V DC to 30 V DC

Current consumption < 0.12 mA

Alarm output Increase in current 
(alarm resistance 820 Ωor 470 Ω)

Indicator output Open collector connects 0 V in the event
of an alarm over 3.92 kΩ

Mechanics

Individual display LED red

Dimensions

• Without base Ø 99.5 x 52 mm

• With base Ø 120 x 63.5 mm

Housing material Plastic, ABS

Housing color White, similar to RAL 9010, matt
finish

Weight Without / with packaging

• FCP-OC320 Approx. 85 g / approx 130 g

• FCP-OT320 / FCP-O320 /
FCH-T320 / FCH-T320-FSA

Approx. 80 g / approx. 120 g

Environmental conditions

Protection class as per EN 60529 IP 40, 
IP 43 with detector base with damp
room seal

Permissible relative humidity 95% (non-condensing)

Permissible air speed 20 m/s

Permissible operating temperature

• FCP-OC320 -10 °C to +50 °C

• FCP-OT320 -20 °C to +50 °C

• FCP-O320 -20 °C to +65 °C

• FCH-T320 / T320-FSA -20 °C to +50 °C

Planning

Monitoring area

• FCP-OC320, FCP-OT320,
FCP-O320

Max. 120 m2 (Heed local guide-
lines!)

• FCH-T320 Max. 40 m2 (Heed local guide-
lines!)

Maximum installation height 16 m (Heed local guidelines!)

• FCP-OC320, FCP-OT320,
FCP-O320

16 m (Heed local guidelines!)

• FCH-T320 6 m (Heed local guidelines!)

Special features

Response sensitivity

• Optical part < 0.2 dB/m, in line with EN 54 T7

• Thermal maximum part >54 °C

• Thermal rate-of-rise part
(in line with prEN 54‑5)

FCH-T320: A2R
FCH-T320-FSA: A1R

• Chemical part In ppm range

Color code

• FCP-OC320 Blue ring

• FCP-OT320 Black ring

• FCP-O320 No marking

• FCH-T320 / T320-FSA Red ring

Ordering Information

FCP‑OC320 Multisensor Detector Optical/
Chemical
conventional technology, with 820 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-OC320

FCP‑OC320‑R470 Multisensor Detector
Optical/Chemical
conventional technology, with 470 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-OC320-R470

FCP‑OT320 Multisensor Detector Optical/
Thermal
conventional technology, with 820 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-OT320

FCP‑OT320‑R470 Multisensor Detector
Optical/Thermal
conventional technology, with 470 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-OT320-R470

FCP‑O320 Optical Smoke Detector
conventional technology, with 820 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-O320

FCP‑O320‑R470 Optical Smoke Detector
conventional technology, with 470 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCP-O320-R470

FCH‑T320 Heat Detector
conventional technology, thermal differen-
tial/thermal maximum detector, with
820 Ohm alarm resistor

FCH-T320

FCH‑T320‑R470 Heat Detector
thermal differential/thermal maximum detec-
tor, conventional technology, with 470 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCH-T320-R470

FCH-T320-FSA Heat Detector, for Fire
Barriers conforming to DIBt
thermal differential/thermal maximum detec-
tor, conventional technology, with 820 Ohm
alarm resistor

FCH-T320-FSA

www.boschsecurity.com
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Ordering Information

Accessories

MS 400 Detector Base
Non-branded detector base for surface-
mounted and flush-mounted cable feed

MS 400

MSF 400 Detector Base with Damp Room
Seal
for surface-mounted and flush-mounted ca-
ble feed

MSF 400

MSC 420 Additional Base with Damp Room
Seal
for surface-mounted cable feed

MSC 420

MSR 320 Conventional Detector Base with
Relay
for Great Britain

MSR 320

MSD 320 Conventional Detector Base with
Diode
for Great Britain

MSD 320

MSS 300 Detector Base Sounder White
Control via C-point of the detector

MSS 300

MSS 300-WH‑EC Detector Base Sounder
White
Control through fire panel via interface

MSS300-WH-EC

MPA External Detector Alarm Display
according to DIN 14623
the transparent red alarm display conforms
to DIN 14623

MPA

FAA‑420‑RI Remote Indicator
required if the detector is not directly visible
or has been mounted in false ceilings or false
floors

FAA-420-RI

Mounting Bracket for Fire Detectors on
False Floor Stilts

FMX-DET-MB

MK 400 Detector Console
Console for DIBt compliant mounting of de-
tectors above doors etc., including detector
base

MK 400

MH 400 Detector Heating Element
usable at locations where the functional safe-
ty of the detector might be impaired by con-
densation

MH 400

SK 400 Protective Basket
prevents damage

SK 400

SSK 400 Protective Dust Cover
(packing unit = 10 units)

SSK 400

TP4 400 Support Plate for Detector
Identification
(packing unit = 50 units)

TP4 400

TP8 400 Support Plate for Detector
Identification
(packing unit = 50 units)

TP8 400
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FCP-320/FCH-320 Conventional Automatic Fire Detectors
 

FCP-O320 FCP-OC320 FCP-OT320

Detector type optical optical/chemical optical/thermal

Operating voltage 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC

Current consumption < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA

Protection category IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400

Permissible operating tempera-
ture

-20 °C . . . +65 °C -10 °C . . . +50 °C -20 °C . . . +50 °C

Monitoring area max. 120 m² max. 120 m² max. 120 m²

Maximum installation height 16 m 16 m 16 m

Alarm resistance 820 Ω 820 Ω 820 Ω

Color code no marking blue loop black loop

For fire barriers conforming to
DIBt, quality-controlled

– – –

www.boschsecurity.com
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FCP-320/FCH-320 Conventional Automatic Fire Detectors
 

FCP-O320-R470 FCP-OC320-R470 FCP-OT320-R470

Detector type optical optical/chemical optical/thermal

Operating voltage 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC

Current consumption < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA

Protection category IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400

Permissible operating tempera-
ture

-20 °C . . . +65 °C -10 °C . . . +50 °C -20 °C . . . +50 °C

Monitoring area max. 120 m² max. 120 m² max. 120 m²

Maximum installation height 16 m 16 m 16 m

Alarm resistance 470 Ω 470 Ω 470 Ω

Color code no marking blue loop black loop

For fire barriers conforming to
DIBt, quality-controlled

– – –
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FCP-320/FCH-320 Conventional Automatic Fire Detectors
 

FCH-T320 FCH-T320-R470 FCH-T320-FSA

Detector type thermal differential/thermal
maximum

thermal differential/thermal
maximum

thermal differential/thermal
maximum

Operating voltage 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC 8.5 V DC . . . 33 V DC

Current consumption < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA < 0.12 mA

Protection category IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400 IP 40, IP 43 with MSF 400

Permissible operating tempera-
ture

-20 °C . . . +50 °C -20 °C . . . +50 °C -20 °C . . . +50 °C

Monitoring area max. 40 m² max. 40 m² max. 40 m²

Maximum installation height 6 m 6 m 6 m

Alarm resistance 820 Ω 470 Ω 820 Ω

Color code red loop red loop red loop

For fire barriers conforming to
DIBt, quality-controlled

– – ●

www.boschsecurity.com
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Americas:
Bosch Security Systems, Inc.
130 Perinton Parkway
Fairport, New York, 14450, USA
Phone: +1 800 289 0096
Fax: +1 585 223 9180
security.sales@us.bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.us

Europe, Middle East, Africa:
Bosch Security Systems B.V.
P.O. Box 80002
5600 JB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Phone: + 31 40 2577 284
Fax: +31 40 2577 330
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com

Asia-Pacific:
Robert Bosch (SEA) Pte Ltd, Security Systems
11 Bishan Street 21
Singapore 573943
Phone: +65 6258 5511
Fax: +65 6571 2698
apr.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.asia
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The FMC-120-DKM Manual Call Points handle manual
alarm triggering and are used with conventional
technology.

Functions

1 1

2

23

3

4

5

In the event of an alarm, the glass pane (2) is broken first,
then the manual call point (3) is pressed hard.

This activates the micro switch for alarm triggering and
the indicator LED (4) blinks.

A locking mechanism holds the pressed manual call point.

The manual call point can be reset with the reset lever
(5). The indicator LED (4) goes out.

This does not reset the alarm on the fire panel.

Variants
The design of the manual call points for indoor (form G)
and outdoor use (form H) are identical. Three color
variants, red, blue, and yellow are available.

Detectors for outdoor use (form H) have a cover equipped
with a seal.

Certifications and Approvals

Region Certification

Germany VdS G 298061   FMC-120-DKM-G-R / -H-R

G 206079   FMC-120-DKM-G-Y

G 206080   FMC-120-EST-G-B

PTB 01 ATEX 2163 X   OTC/OC 310/410, OT/
O/T 300/400, DKM/SKM 120, DM/SM
210, MPA

01 ATEX 2163 X   FMC-120-DKM

FMC‑120‑DKM Manual Call Points
▶ Adjustment of the manual call point after alarm

triggering

▶ Indicator LED for alarm or for inspection evaluation

▶ Second contact with connections for panel control

▶ Variants for indoor and outdoor use

www.boschsecurity.com
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Region Certification

Europe CE FMC-120-EST-G-B / -DKM-G-Y

FMC-120-DKM-G-R / -H-R

FMC-120-DKM-G-B

CPD 0786-CPD-20294   FMC-120-DKM-G/H-
R

0786-CPD-20231   FMC-120-DKM-G-Y

0786-CPD-20232   FMC-120-EST-G-B/-
H-HE

Type Number Complies with

FMC‑120‑DKM‑G‑R EN54-11:2001/A1:2005

FMC‑120‑DKM‑H‑R EN54-11:2001/A1:2005

FMC‑120‑DKM‑G‑Y EN12094-3:2003

FMC‑120‑EST‑G‑B EN12094-3:2003

Installation/Configuration Notes

• Manual call points have to be mounted visibly along
escape and rescue routes (e.g. exits, passageways,
stairwells) and be easily accessible.

• An installation height of 1400 mm ±200 mm, measured
from the middle of the manual call point to the floor,
must be maintained.

• Manual call points must be illuminated sufficiently
with daylight or another light source (including
emergency lighting, if present).

• Max. one test detector may be used for primary lines
together with automatic detectors. The test detector
is connected at the end of the primary line.

• Further standards, guidelines and planning
recommendations regarding the installation location
etc., should also be taken into consideration (see Fire
Detection manual).

• Regulations of local fire departments must be
observed.

Installation
• Cables can be inserted surface-mounted or flush-

mounted.

ø 3,4

• Installation in fire hose cabinets is possible in three
ways:

135°

140°

2,5

2

1
3
9

1

2

3

10

147

Pos. Description

1 Installation depth version 1: 36 mm

2 Installation depth version 2: 14 mm

3 Installation depth version 3: approx. 30 mm

Technical Specifications

Electrical

Operating voltage 24 V DC (16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC)

Current consumption Specified by the respective security
system

Mechanics

Dimensions (W x H x D) 135 x 135 x 37 mm /
5.31 x 5.31 x 1.4 in.

Housing material Plastic (ASA)

Colors Red, RAL 3001
Blue, RAL 5005
Yellow, RAL 1003

Weight Approx. 224 g
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Environmental conditions

Protection class as per EN 60529

Form G (indoor area) IP 52

Form H (outdoor area) IP 54

Norm

FMC-120-DKM-G-R,
FMC‑120‑DKM‑H‑R

EN 54-11

FMC-120-DKM-G-Y,
FMC‑120‑EST‑G‑B

EN 12094-3

Permissible operating temperature

Form G (indoor area) -10 °C . . . +55 °C /
14 °F … 131 °F

Form H (outdoor area) -25 °C . . . +70 °C /
-13 °F … 158 °F

Ordering Information

FMC‑120‑DKM‑G‑R Form G, Red
Manual Call Point for indoor use, indirect
alarm triggering (type B), conventional tech-
nology

FMC-120-DKM-G-R

FMC‑120‑DKM‑H‑R Form H, Red
Manual Call Point for outdoor use, indirect
alarm triggering (type B), conventional tech-
nology

FMC-120-DKM-H-R

FMC‑120‑DKM‑G‑B Form G, Blue
Manual Call Point for indoor use, indirect trig-
gering (type B), conventional technology

FMC-120-DKM-G-B

FMC‑120‑DKM‑H‑B Form H, Blue
Manual Call Point for outdoor use, indirect
triggering (type B), conventional technology

FMC-120-DKM-H-B

FMC‑120‑DKM‑G‑Y Form G, Yellow
Manual Call Point for indoor use, indirect trig-
gering (type B), conventional technology

FMC-120-DKM-G-Y

FMC‑120‑EST‑G‑B Form G, Blue
Electronic Stop Device for indoor use, indi-
rect triggering (type B), conventional tech-
nology

FMC-120-EST-G-B

Accessories

FMX‑FSO‑GLT Punched, Self-adhesive Foil
Sets (Blank)
For the labeling field of conventional manual
call points of the Series FMC‑120,
1 unit = 10 sheets

FMX-FSO-GLT

FMC‑FST‑DE Printed Labeling Foils for the
Upper Label Field
For yellow and blue manual call points of Ser-
ies FMC‑120 and FMC‑210, 1 unit = 5 sheets

FMC-FST-DE

FMC‑SPGL‑DEIL Spare Glasses
For manual call points of Series DM, DKM,
SKM, FMC‑120 and FMC‑210.
1 unit = 5 spare glasses

FMC-SPGL-DEIL

Sign with label "Nicht in Betrieb"
Metal sign for fire detectors form G or H

FMM-SIGN

Ordering Information

Key for Fire Detectors Types G and H
made of red plastic (ASA)

FMM-KEY-Form G/H

www.boschsecurity.com
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FMC-120-DKM Double Action Call Points
 

FMC-120-DKM-G-R FMC-120-DKM-H-R FMC-120-DKM-G-B

Range of use indoor outdoor indoor

Mounting surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

Operating voltage 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC

Current consumption specified by the respective
security system

specified by the respective
security system

specified by the respective
security system

Protection category IP 52 IP 54 IP 52

Permissible operating tempera-
ture

-10°C . . . +55°C -25°C . . . +70°C -10°C . . . +55°C

Color red, RAL 3001 red, RAL 3001 blue, RAL 5005
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FMC-120-DKM Double Action Call Points
 

FMC-120-DKM-H-B FMC-120-DKM-G-Y FMC-120-EST-G-B

Range of use outdoor indoor indoor

Mounting surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

surface-mounted/flush-
mounted

Operating voltage 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC 16.2 V DC . . . 30 V DC

Current consumption specified by the respective
security system

specified by the respective
security system

specified by the respective
security system

Protection category IP 54 IP 52 IP 52

Permissible operating tempera-
ture

-25°C . . . +70°C -10°C . . . +55°C -10°C . . . +55°C

Color blue, RAL 5005 yellow, RAL 1003 blue, RAL 5005

www.boschsecurity.com
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Americas:
Bosch Security Systems, Inc.
130 Perinton Parkway
Fairport, New York, 14450, USA
Phone: +1 800 289 0096
Fax: +1 585 223 9180
security.sales@us.bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.us

Europe, Middle East, Africa:
Bosch Security Systems B.V.
P.O. Box 80002
5600 JB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Phone: + 31 40 2577 284
Fax: +31 40 2577 330
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com

Asia-Pacific:
Robert Bosch (SEA) Pte Ltd, Security Systems
11 Bishan Street 21
Singapore 573943
Phone: +65 6258 5511
Fax: +65 6571 2698
apr.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com
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These Wheelock motor bells use a high‑quality, micro‑motor
operating mechanism. This provides long-term reliability,
low starting voltage, and extremely low current
consumption. These features enable the use of more bells
per circuit and greater alarm signal distribution than
conventional bells. The low starting voltage provides a
stronger signal on marginal circuits.

These motor bells eliminate the coils and contacts found in
conventional vibratory bells. They contain a highly-efficient
DC motor drive system to produce high sound pressure
levels at lower current requirements. As a result, they
reduce EMI generation problems.

The operating mechanism is enclosed in a die-cast
aluminum housing, making the bells suitable for both
interior and exterior applications. The steel gong and striker
last longer and produce a louder sound output.

Certifications and Approvals

Cooper Wheelock, Inc. holds these Listings and Approvals:

Region Certification

USA UL ULSZ: Audible Signal Appliances (UL464)

FM

CSFM 7135-0785: 113   July 2008

Region Certification

Canada ULC ULSZC: Audible Signal Appliances and
Accessories, Fire Alarm

Hong Kong HKFSD

USA NYC/MEA 151‑93‑E, Vol. 14

CBFP City of Chicago Bureau of Fire Protection

NFPA Complies with National Fire Protection
Association NFPA 72

OSHA Complies with Occupational Safety and
Health Administration OSHA 29
Part 1910.165

Installation/Configuration Notes

Compatible Products
The following products are compatible with the MB Series
Motor Bells:

Category Product ID Product Description

Control
Panels

Compatible with all Bosch G Series, 6000 Series, 2000 Series,
DS7400Xi and DS7400XiV4, DS7080iP‑32, DS7200 Series,
and DS7060 Series Control Panels1

D70222 Conventional FACP

D70243 Addressable FACP

D7024 Conventional FACP

D80244 Analog FACP

MB Series Motor Bells
▶ High sound output for improved alerting capabilities

▶ High efficiency, low current motor

▶ Low starting voltage

▶ Fully‑enclosed mechanism

▶ Durable keyed steel gong and striker

▶ Polarized for use on supervised circuits

▶ Both 6 in. (15.2 cm) and 10 in. (25.4 cm) shell sizes in
12 VDC or 24 VDC models

www.boschsecurity.com
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Category Product ID Product Description

D91244 Addressable FACP

D10024A4 Analog FACP

Modules SM‑12/24‑R Synchronization module (red)

DSM‑12/24‑R Dual synchronization module (red)

Strobes RSSP‑241575W‑FR Fixed‑candela retrofit strobe plate

RSSP‑24MCW‑FR Multi‑candela retrofit strobe plate

RSSP‑24MCWH‑FR High‑candela retrofit strobe plate

1 For synchronization, use the SM or DSM modules with
these control panels and set the horns and synchronization
module for 12 VDC operation.

2 The D7022 can be used in either 12 VDC or 24 VDC mode,
but the synchronization module must be set for the same
operating voltage as the control panel, and the bells must
operate at the voltage supplied by the control panel.

3 When used with a D7039 Multiplex Expansion Module, the
D7024 becomes an addressable fire alarm control panel
(FACP).

4 For synchronization, use the SM or DSM modules with
these control panels and set the synchronization module for
24 VDC operation, and use 24 VDC bells.

Current Rating
The peak current of all these motor bells is approximately
four times the rated current. This peak current surge exists
for about 6 ms and must be supplied by the system power
supply to ensure start‑up of all devices. If the system power
supply does not have sufficient surge capability (generally
provided by large filter capacitors), base loading of the
supply on the DC bell peak requirements rather than their
rated current.

Mounting Considerations
Outdoor or Severe Environment Applications

For an outdoor application or a severe environment
(NEMA 3R) application, these motor bells in combination
with a WBB‑R Weather Resistant Back Box must be
mounted on a flat wall such that the wall covers the entire
rear surface of the back box. The back box must have its
drain holes pointed toward the ground. The knockouts in
the rear surface of the back box must remain intact.

The knockout hole on top of the back box is sized for a
half‑inch. conduit and matching connector. Use a proper
watertight conduit fitting.

Indoor Applications

For inside applications, mount these motor bells directly on
the indicated back boxes for the indicated applications:

Conduit
Applications

Surface
Mounted

Semi‑Flush
Mounted

Four‑inch square • •

BB • • •

DBB • • •

SBB • •

SHBB •

Use as Combination Appliance

Where combination appliances are required, the MB Motor
Bells can be used with the RSSP‑241575W‑FR (15/75 cd),
RSSP‑24MCW‑FR (15 cd, 30 cd, 75 cd, or 110 cd), or
RSSP‑24MCWH‑FR (135 cd or 185 cd) Retrofit Strobe
Plates that are designed to meet or exceed the latest
requirements of NFPA 72, ANSI 117.0 and UL 1971. The
bells and retrofit strobe plates are also compatible with the
SBL2‑R Retrofit Device Back Box.

Wiring
These motor bells are polarized for use on supervised
notification appliance circuits (NAC). All units are provided
with four 6 in. (15.2 cm), 18 AWG (1.2 mm) color‑coded
leads to meet UL requirements and ensure correct polarity
of notification appliance circuit wiring connections.

• Built‑in EMI suppression
• Mounting options include surface, flush, semi‑flush, and

exterior
• Operates on filtered or unfiltered DC

Parts Included

Quant. Component

1 Motor bell

1 Hardware pack

1 Literature pack

Technical Specifications

UL dB Rating

Spherical: 92 dB at 10 ft. (3 m)

Environmental Considerations

Relative Humidity: Up to 85%

Temperature (Operating): -31°F to +151°F (-35°C to +66°C)

Mechanical Properties

Color: High‑gloss, red enamel

Material: Base: die‑cast aluminum
Gong: steel
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Power Requirements

Current (maximum) at 8 VDC to 17.5 VDC

VDC: 90 mA

VFWR: 110 mA

Current (maximum) at 16 VDC to 33 VDC

VDC: 40 mA

VFWR: 56 mA

Ordering Information

MB‑G6‑12‑R 12 V Motor Bell (6 in. [15 cm])
Red, 12 VDC bell with a high efficiency, low
current motor providing high sound output for
improved alerting capabilities

MB-G6-12-R

MB‑G6‑24‑R 24 V Motor Bell (6 in. [15 cm])
Red, 24 VDC bell with a high efficiency, low
current motor providing high sound output for
improved alerting capabilities

MB-G6-24-R

MB‑G10‑12‑R 12 V Motor Bell (10 in.
[25.4 cm])
Red, 12 VDC bell with a high efficiency, low
current motor providing high sound output for
improved alerting capabilities

MB-G10-12-R

MB‑G10‑24‑R 24 V Motor Bell (10 in.
[25.4 cm])
Red, 24 VDC bell with a high efficiency, low
current motor providing high sound output for
improved alerting capabilities

MB-G10-24-R

Accessories

AP‑R Adapter Plate
Red, 15.2 cm (6 in.) square

AP-R

BB‑R Steel Back Box
Black, 10.2 cm (4 in.) square, 3.8 cm (1.5 in.)
deep

BB-R

DBB‑R Steel Back Box (red)
8.6 cm (3.375 in.) square, 5.6 cm
(2.1875 in.) deep

DBB-R

RP‑R Retrofit Plate (red)
20.3 cm (8 in.) high, 14.9 cm (5.875 in.) wide

RP-R

SBB‑R Surface‑mount Back Box (red)
14 cm (5.5 in.) x 14.2 cm (5.6 in.) x 9.1 cm
(3.6 in.)

SBB-R

SBB‑W Surface‑mount Back Box (white)
14 cm (5.5 in.) x 14.2 cm (5.6 in.) x 9.1 cm
(3.6 in.)

SBB-W

SBL2‑R Retrofit Device Back Box (red)
dimensions 27.8 cm (10.9 in.) x 15.5 cm
(6.1 in.) x 4.3 cm (1.7 in.)

SBL2-R

SFP‑R Semi‑flush Plate (red)
15.2 cm (6 in.) square by 0.8 cm (0.3125 in.)
thick

SFP-R

SHBB‑R Shallow Surface Back Box (red)
12.7 cm (5 in.) square by 4 cm (1.56 in.) deep

SHBB-R

Ordering Information

WBB‑R Weather‑resistant Back Box (red)
10.5 cm (4.125 in.) square by 5.1 cm (2 in.)
deep

WBB-R

www.boschsecurity.com
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Americas:
Bosch Security Systems, Inc.
130 Perinton Parkway
Fairport, New York, 14450, USA
Phone: +1 800 289 0096
Fax: +1 585 223 9180
security.sales@us.bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.us

Europe, Middle East, Africa:
Bosch Security Systems B.V.
P.O. Box 80002
5600 JB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Phone: + 31 40 2577 284
Fax: +31 40 2577 330
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com

Asia-Pacific:
Robert Bosch (SEA) Pte Ltd, Security Systems
38C Jalan Pemimpin
Singapore 577180
Phone: +65 6319 3453
Fax: +65 6319 3499
apr.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.com
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